Yelp comments and reviews: The following are customer reviews about the PleatPak™ found on Yelp which shows how people love the PleatPak™!
No other burger packaging in the market gets such positive and enthusiastic feedback. *These comments are just a sample from a few restaurants. Please visit pleatpak.com for additional info and search PleatPak™ on YouTube for great videos!

I love the way they wrap the burgers! Much easier to eat and not get it all down the front of your shirt.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=BGKX_QjnEKOg1zPduSBekg

Just had more flavor. Also, I love the cute round wrappers the burgers come in.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=D4xd1uzeonIETYcePgVHF

I love the way the burgers are wrapped! The paper is cylindrically wrapped that allows for a nice peel back, exposing only the portion of burger that you want to nom.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=dV7ofWhTlHaEldrOaRWQsG

Open delightfully late and I love the wrappers on the burgers.

I love their packaging. All of their food is wrapped in a practical and useful way which is a nice surprise and actually makes consumption easy.

It was delicious and I love the way they wrap the burgers! Much easier to eat and not get it all down the front of your shirt.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=BGKX_QjnEKOg1zPduSBekg

The burgers are also super filling and conveniently wrapped for eating on the go.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=ziCd7ZYzetNzUFBkZM1bIA

The burger comes with a special wrapper to keep everything in place. How can people not be a fan of this place?
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=wBnIU-WLui56giZq1q00A

They come wrapped in oh-so-cool PleatPaks making for neat and sanitary eating....

I dig their burger packaging, as an engineer, so bear with me while I geek out about it. It basically lets you hold the burger with the wrapping but stops it dripping onto you! It basically opens up on one side, leaving a half-dome surrounding the burger. Why can’t other places do this?
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=QhaW7y7Hzd6KJ7yQB_zAuw
I couldn’t believe how good it was! The way it was wrapped was so unique, as well! It kept it super warm.

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-back-bay-boston?hrid=8-uzOx1Et6F7xy-WAeV8Qog&page_src=shared_via_messages_or_emails

The burger was beautifully wrapped. The burger was delicious.

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/the-original-ramen-burger-los-angeles-2?hrid=odGb3SD7z6z-v8pLnNyslgA&page_src=shared_via_messages_or_emails

I couldn’t believe how good it was! The way it was wrapped was so unique, as well! It kept it super warm.

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-back-bay-boston?hrid=8-uzOx1Et6F7xy-WAeV8Qog&page_src=shared_via_messages_or_emails

Burgers look tall especially wrapped in that unique way that they do.

http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=NGi5Blaw1LwoACEx_lEoug

Love the chargrilled burgers. Very tasty and they wrap the to-go burger in this neat wrapper that makes eating and driving no so bad.

http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=S6XTOX4NiRe_mEYKG7i5NA

Then I got excited when I got my order. The burger was neatly wrapped and it was piping hot.

http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=WGbzRqNy4hdylHZguxlQGw

Service was very good. I don’t know how they get hot, juicy, neatly wrapped burgers out so quickly...

http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=lXTQ-eqGYz8U3AbG8dk63w

I like the fact that the packaging is sustainable.


I liked the recycled paper wrappers around the burgers.

http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=2TLkVt5wg_wyPV6fWlfnzw

They’ve upped their game as far as takeout is concerned; i’d always found that a lot of their delicious products didn’t survive the three block walk home, but now they’ve got better wrappings for the burgers THEY ALSO USE VERY MINIMAL PACKAGING! THIS IS GREAT!! THANK YOU!

http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston-3?hrid=WJlK9Gxf46COq3yuLsBjA

Great Hubba Burger - excellent burger selection and onion rings (with spicy sauce). Comes in a great wrapper that keeps the oppings in place to really enjoy what you get.

http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=QZbMhvFhwpfuiAP3RfJCg
Burgers come out pretty quick, wrapped up in a cool spiral wrapper.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=mxPvmFuP-GLvYSBD1xAUJQ

They come in a paper wrapping that enables you to eat it wrapped so it doesn’t fall apart.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=aEZE_eNBbOWHj7mx04uFMg

I like the way they wrap the burgers up, so when you eat them nothing runs down your arm or gets messy.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia-2?hrid=8hyxqZOR8pEa4UpVvk6s8Q

The take out wrappers are nice, customized to fit nicely to wrap around your burger so you can eat it easily without it falling apart.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/honolulu-burger-co-honolulu-3?hrid=mV0bO8QYnwIvbcU-503YGCg

Their packaging is simple and thoughtful. Their round sandwiches like the St. Luke’s and Greenburger come with the cleverest wrapper.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/better-being-940-new-york?hrid=Y6MWG7G505WjAdo9SWgUnw

The burgers followed soon after. It was wonderfully wrapped as I’m not the type of person to just grab the entire burger out of the wrapper and eating it (the contents fall out and makes it super messy).

Well wrapped burgers.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=FuioNCJnKvHC4RqOwer9TA

Oh, I also like how they wrap their burger up.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-2?hrid=hXnq0ab_0Rxy58qdn3oyaA

I am SO GLAD I GOT IT! It came wrapped up in the cutest way...
http://www.yelp.com/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-2?hrid=EcAbYxStlRG3-Wpv27oJWg

Now they’ve got better wrappings for the burgers.

The meat was cooked fresh on the grill and was neatly wrapped up.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/ramen-burger-new-york?hrid=WjLiuQjVYI4wsS7Cu76fJQ

I got mine with cheese and no scallions and it was nicely wrapped when served to me.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/ramen-burger-new-york?hrid=ubC0hhmeCAm4tLvoqM5Jg
I also found the burger wrapper very unique. It is wrapped up what looks like a snail shell and you pull it back to unwrap it.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/ramen-co-by-keizo-shimamoto-new-york-4?hrid=WEer_kpk-6KAUdp_Qfa0hpg

Kind of beef patties, in a neat little package is simple and they packaging is super cute.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=i5dMOyLaQf0EMCu8URAIsA

I thought it was cute that they wrapped the burger up.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=5eAGeRk-faX3GWUJgZIIqw

The burgers are also super filling and conveniently wrapped for eating on the go.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=ziCd77VYzgNyUFBlkZM1JIA

We finally got our hands on the uniquely wrapped burger.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/ramen-burger-new-york?hrid=Xfwi7PtzMfBdLGIDJb8NbQ

It was wrapped up excellent so it survived the walk back to our hotel.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia?hrid=v-1vYu2ZS1v_R9c6YN1CPw

Tasty and fresh and the packaging is good for the earth.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia?hrid=ylOA15wJWaQj2R5TDKY4Gw

Ziggy Burger was so delicious. It came nicely in a to-go easy to eat, less messy paper wrap.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia?hrid=hrRZ6cQm1c9WmRQVk1Uvzw&pagerc=shared_via_messages_or_emails

I also love that they have a (tasty) gluten-free bun and that they wrap the burgers.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/hero-certified-burgers-queen-and-spadina-toronto?hrid=mSGm-gAahqeMx5FNkbCtkwA

You get a lot of it too and wrapped in a very cute...
http://www.yelp.com/biz/hero-certified-burgers-queen-and-spadina-toronto?hrid=gU-a9b3cAizN6PSLBZMF_5g

As another reviewer mentioned, the wrapping of the burer was pretty unique and therefore the sauce was able to “stay” on the burger.
http://www.yelp.com/biz/ramen-co-by-keizo-shimamoto-new-york?hrid=FsNNr5yWAbS3v-1enW9sv_A

It is wrapped in a neat little package like an ouroboros symbol...
http://www.yelp.com/biz/ramen-co-by-keizo-shimamoto-new-york?hrid=uxwv7coc0qx_ov8wxah4jg
Manly Burger - This was wrapped with clever wrapping.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/umami-burger-los-angeles-13?hrid=dmtFsOovSOz99YsQMxUX-A&page_src=shared_via_messages_or_emails

The famous truffle burger arrived in a cute paper wrapping.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/umami-burger-los-angeles-13?hrid=4OvRu4Etj_D_P-MKU83HMQ&page_src=shared_via_messages_or_emails

Burgers came shortly after, wrapped nicely in their little sleeve...
http://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston?hrid=Kn6MfZSSSTj-3pv_H3kqj2g

Burger Heights has nailed the packaging as well. The burger comes wrapped like it is Christmas in burger town! You peel the crisp white paper back... waiting for the first glimpse of your above described masterpiece.

Food was nicely wrapped in a lil paper cocoon to keep the burger together and from all the juices from dripping out.

Such a clever way to wrap the burgers!

I love the packaging.
http://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/tasty-burger-cambridge?select=RgSih5b1zOAaNASQK8k-kTw&utm_campaign=www_photo_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Cute burger wrapping.... veggie and turkey burger...both excellent

Beautifully wrapped burger.

Burgers comes wrapped origami style.
Cute bun packaging.

Tuna burger under wraps! Nice presentation lol.
http://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/kobeyaki-new-york-2?reviewid=hXnq0ab_0RxY58qd-N3oyaA&select=P3DOZi_cA203kE2xDStyFg&utmcampaign=www_photo_share_popup&utmedium=copy_link&utmsource=(direct)

Beautifully wrapped burger.
http://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/the-original-ramen-burger-los-angeles-2?select=b-728JKgsIHNsV2Ha7VzAfg&utmcampaign=www_photo_share_popup&utmedium=copy_link&utmsource=(direct)

Cute wrappings.
http://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/kobeyaki-new-york-2?reviewid=KxraaDHROEm4Mv6nkjL-HdA&select=S1h1YcYzYS8t7oM-n9skEA&utmcampaign=www_photo_share_popup&utmedium=copy_link&utmsource=(direct)

I love the (burger) packaging.
http://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/tasty-burger-cambridge?select=RgSih5b1zOAaNASQK8k-kTw&utmcampaign=www_photo_share_popup&utmedium=copy_link&utmsource=(direct)

Cute the way they wrap your food.

How the Tuna Tataki burger is wrapped!
http://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/kobeyaki-new-york-2?select=zwVTS1NscNeeQqsoZ-0Tlg&utmcampaign=www_photo_share_popup&utmedium=copy_link&utmsource=(direct)

Cute burger wrapping....

It was delicious and I love the way they wrap the burgers!
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=BGKX_QjnEkG1zPduSBekg&utmcampaign=www_review_share_popup&utmedium=copy_link&utmsource=(direct)
I like the way they wrap the burgers up, so when you eat them nothing runs down your arm or gets messy.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia-2?hrid=8hyxqZOR8pEa4UpVwk6s8Q&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Clever burger packaging making it easy to eat while using the wrapper to hold the burger.

I was impressed with the presentation of the burger and fries. The packaging makes it easy to hold while your eating, thus reducing spillage, if any.

I love their packaging. All of their food is wrapped in a practical and useful way which makes consumption easy.

The burger came in this cool packaging.

The wrapper.

Amazing burgers, very creatively made and perfectly packaged so you can eat them without it slopping all over everything.

Love the way they wrap their burgers!
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-boston-3?hrid=BSByaj44NqXN2Pmksg9lWg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Great burgers. They come in these neat little wrappings, that make eating on the go very easy.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=4cxLfkXDbkC4KQVR4eBJ-1w&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)
The burger itself was tasty going down, and I liked the paper cap that it was wrapped in.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=X6e899EG5otuHe-lMr_zEA&campagne=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The burger was fresh and I like how the budget is wrapped in paper because it allows you to easily expose a larger angle burger segment - useful if you're eating on the go.

Cool way to wrap a burger.

Also, they have this awesome way of wrapping your burger so that it’s all snugly situated and won’t fall apart when opening - remember to take the white flap out first and you should be good!
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/built-custom-burgers-stonestown-san-francisco-3?hrid=4AZgQ-Lobgp8sXevhlBj51Q&campagne=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The burger wrapping is very creative.

Ziggy burger delivery was quick and the food was still warm when delivered and the package was great.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia?hrid=4aCipOgG2J2hq7D7vKjbig&campagne=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

It came nicely in a to-go easy to eat, less messy paper wrap.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia?hrid=hrRZ6cQm1c9WmRQVkJvUvw&campagne=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The food was served in this funky compostable packaging that fit the burgers like a glove.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia?hrid=7kVhJpXjdnkTr_BC_CzZYg&campagne=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I liked the way they wrapped the burgers, so you only have to unwrap one side at a time and the other side is folded and tucked tight.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/the-brothers-burger-nashville?hrid=qRxYGvcR00UlyOmcPjX-Vg&campagne=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)
I was surprised by how they wrapped the burger, cool idea however and makes for eating the burger less messy.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=k8n5JuyK2wenh7VWib5ENA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I like how the wrapping paper tears apart as you eat the burger, which is quite convenient.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=52loKOMTF8vSY3RXP0QcAw&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Everything is packaged well and super delicious.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=iCUu3-c1Xdlv1-mmArP-vw&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

It was adorable how it was served in a lantern origami packaging.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=iCUu3-c1Xdlv1-mmArP-vw&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

10/10 packaged in a cute parchment paper to retain the hot and steamy deliciousness that awaits it's carnage. As I unwrap to reveal a promising burger, I need to remind myself to calm down before tearing this whole burger down, kind of the way a man reacts to his hot girlfriend in underwear.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=zqghkmhm6lmhYDIRxAIj9q&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

My burger came (wrapped up in a cute Asian bun shape).

Oh, I also like how they wrap their food up.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-2?hrid=hXng0ab_0RxY58qdN3oyaA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I am SO GLAD I GOT IT! It came wrapped up in the cutest way.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-2?hrid=EcAbYxSthRG3-Wpv27oJWg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The wrapping of the burger is interesting.

They’re tasty and nicely packaged.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-2?hrid=UpuO7iaJi8PHRKJR5bze1w&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)
Burger came nicely wrapped but not overly so like some places that make it cumbersome to eat.  
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=x4QM4le0DIz85JTNrisXO&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The burgers are also super filling and conveniently wrapped for eating on the go.  

I thought it was cute that they wrapped the burger up.  
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=5eAGeRk-faX3GWUJgZllgw&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The burger is amazing! Wrapped in a cute recyclable paper.  
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=i5dMQyLaQf0EMCu8URAlS&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Cute burger wrapping.... veggie and turkey burger...both excellent.  
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-boston?select=YJZef5V-LOtV5yV7pAb hw

Wrapped adorably.  
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-boston?select=PtSEecd4W84PITU2duq9Vg

I love the packaging.  
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-cambridge?select=RgSih5b1zOAaNASQK8kkTw

All wrapped up !!!  
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-boston-3?select=QsalhP7dKWke1jY-vgOp8A

Love the way they wrap their burgers!  
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-boston-3?hrid=BSByaj44NqXN2Pmg91Wg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Cool way to wrap a burger.  
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/built-custom-burgers-los-angeles?select=RsbBNy28fwx9qeWes6Qo w

I like the way that they wrap the burgers... I’ve never seen that before.  

The food comes in cute packaging, with the burger packaging in particular being unique and user-friendly.  
The burgers are consistently greasy and delicious, and they come in this really unique packaging that is a lot easier to deal with than the standard square of paper or foil that other places tend to go with.

I love how the sandwiches come wrapped.

They wrap their burgers and sandwiches with this special fit wrap that your food won’t fall apart.

They wrap all of their burgers in a cool little wrapper that prevents the hamburgers from falling apart as you eat them.

Burgers come out pretty quick, wrapped up in a cool spiral wrapper.

Love the wrapper!

Such a clever way to wrap the burgers!

Cute bun packaging.

Cute the way they wrap your food.

Love the wrapping!
Tuna burger under wraps! Nice presentation lol...
https://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/kobeyaki-new-york-2?select=P3DOZi_cA203kE2xDStyFg

Cute wrappings.
https://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/kobeyaki-new-york-2?select=S1h1YcYzYS8t7oM-n9skEA

I am in love with this wrap!
https://www.yelp.com/biz/hipcityveg-philadelphia-4?hrid=5ryPxn3WJCDlu4j1p-NmX-Q&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Nibble by nibble, tucked up in that perfect wrapper in one hand, while the other hand is free for my beer. **The packaging**, presentation and flavor of their burgers sets them apart.

I tried the Tasty Burger. **It had really cool wrapping paper. My burger was juicy and hot. It was really good.**
https://www.yelp.com/biz/tasty-burger-boston-7?hrid=uDcZB4_Um-TqpCY_bv0Dng&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I like the burger wraps that have been innovative made to actually wrap around the burger, it’s the simple things :)

Burger was good. I like how it is wrapped, never seen anything like it.

The packaging, presentation and flavor of their burgers sets them apart.
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=fwE0yl4iYwMqUgULsBGYYA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I loved how they wrapped the burger

The burgers are also super filling **and conveniently wrapped for eating on the go.**
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=ziCd77VYzgNyUFbkZM1jIA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)
I loved the aesthetics. I took my sandwich home and it was very nicely wrapped.
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/porchetta-roll-mississauga-3?hrid=fEGHCTm8b5R-vogvITG-5zA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Burger was good. I like how it is wrapped, never seen anything like it.
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=E_J6jxwc2me8OYelmyU5XA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The wrapping that the sandwiches come in are also handy when you’re on the go as it helps keep hold the sauces (and sandwich toppings) from spilling.

I was surprised by how they wrapped the burger, cool idea however and makes for eating the burger less messy
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=k8n5JuyK2wenh7VWib5ENA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Takeaway packaging is super cool for the burgers.

I like the burger wraps that have been innovatively made to actually wrap around the burger, it’s the simple things :)
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/built-custom-burgers-los-angeles-3?hrid=YuoxlSc4mGlzo_VJ4v28w&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

It took about 10 minutes to make, and came bagged and wrapped in PleatPak wrapping
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/porchetta-roll-mississauga-3?hrid=z1mvqCiHBqjv8rLNNFGp-7g&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I like how the wrapping paper tears apart as you eat the burger, which is quite convenient.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=52loK0mTF8vSY3XP0QcAw&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Packaging note: Love the burger wrappers! Reminds me of the large steamed dumplings from my childhood.
https://www.yelp.com/biz/the-brothers-burger-nashville?hrid=R4Q4hOeJkm9AUw0-2s8o-jQ&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)
Everything is **packaged well** and super delicious.

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=_tZHjeCOWQjHl0cloSFETQ&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

It was adorable how it was served in a lantern origami packaging

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=iCuu3-c1XdLy1-mmArP-vw&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

10/10 packaged in a cute parchment paper to retain the hot and steamy deliciousness that awaits it’s carnage, as I unwrap to reveal a promising burger, I need to remind myself to calm down before tearing this whole burger down, kind of the way a man reacts to his hot girlfriend in underwear.

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/zen-6-new-york?hrid=zqghkmhm6lmhYDIRxAj9g&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

my burger came (wrapped up in a cute Asian bun shape),


The burger patty was great and I liked the way they wrapped the burgers, so you only have to unwrap one side at a time and the other side is folded and tucked tight.

https://www.yelp.com/biz/the-brothers-burger-nashville?hrid=qRxYGvcR00UlyOmcpPjX-Vg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Oh, I also **like how they wrap** their food up

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-2?hrid=hXnq0ab_0RxY58qdN3oyaA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I am SO GLAD I GOT IT! It **came wrapped up in the cutest way,**

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-2?hrid=EcAbYxSthRG3-Wpv27oJWg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The wrapping of the burger is interesting,


They’re tasty and nicely packaged


Burger came nicely wrapped but not overly so like some places that make it cumbersome to eat.

http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=x4QQM4le0DIz85JTNrisXQ&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)
The burgers are also super filling and conveniently wrapped for eating on the go.
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=ziCd77VYzgNyUFbKZM1JJA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I thought it was cute that they wrapped the burger up
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=5eAGeRk-faX3GWUJgZlqw&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The burger is amazing! Wrapped in a cute recyclable paper
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=i5dMQyLaQf0EMCu8UAIaS&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Cute burger wrapping....veggie and turkey burger...both excellent
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-boston?select=YJZef5V-LOtvV5yV7pAbhw

Wrapped adorably
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-boston?select=PtSEecd4W84PITU2duq9Vg

I love the packaging
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-cambridge?select=RgSih5b1zOAaNASQk8k-kTw

All wrapped up!!! See pics!
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/tasty-burger-boston-3?select=QsalhP7dKWKe1jY-vgOp8A

Love the way they wrap their burgers!
http://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-boston-3?hrid=BSBajj44NqXN2Pmksq9lWg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Cool way to wrap a burger
https://www.yelp.ca/biz_photos/built-custom-burgers-los-angeles?select=RsbBNY28fWx9_qeWes6Q0w

The burger is neatly stacked and wrapped in a Pleatpak.
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/castle-burger-carlsbad?hrid=dMEZKTzZDNE2a5LSP3Ahgg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

They wrap their burgers and sandwiches with this special fit wrap that your food wont fall apart. It is easy to open half way to eat it while holding the warping paper. That means you can you it while your hands are dirty!
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=Fq-cfGt3j89e8qi6b5yc7g&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I love the wrapping paper they use, it really adds a nice touch to the sandwiches.
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/porchetta-roll-mississauga-3?hrid=QcJxCzrp9qqF_Btk70EmP-g&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)
Their plates come out with the burger cutely wrapped in a Tasty Burger wrapper.

I really appreciate the detail there as well as how the burger came in a wrapped like a soup dumpling.

Burger. It had really cool wrapping paper.

The packaging, presentation and flavor of their burgers sets them apart.

Burger. It had really cool wrapping paper. My burger was juicy and hot. It was really good.

Clever burger packaging making it easy to eat while using the wrapper to hold the burger.

It was wrapped in a pretty unique wrapper which lets you hold the burger without getting grease on your hand.

The presentation was pretty cool, the burger came in this nice little packaging so it was very easy to eat it on the go.

Also, they have this awesome way of wrapping your burger so that it’s all snugly situated and won’t fall apart when opening - remember to take the white flap out first and you should be good!
Their wrapping package of burgers are creative and interesting: it’s a wheeled around wrap. This nice artsy touch make my burger opening process more enjoyable every time!
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/tasty-burger-cambridge?hrid=JAYH4OSYmXCLcss3tUl8ow&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Burger was good. I like how it is wrapped, never seen anything like it.

Burger wrapped in adorable cute asian bun form.

The burger - cute packaging with the soup dumpling style wrapping
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/kobeyaki-new-york-3?hrid=2iiz3Cu-Xm4zSFeNQ7m6rg&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

Beautiful wrapping of the burger in paper.
https://www.yelp.com/biz/hipcityveg-washington-3?hrid=G7Gw6QSeXGm3AaGhx-02vUA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

I also like the original way they wrap their burgers, so beautiful and organized - perfect for my world.

burger came out. It was wrapped in a pretty unique wrapper which lets you hold the burger without getting grease on your hand.

I like the burger wraps that have been innovatively made to actually wraparound the burger, it’s the simple things :)
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/built-custom-burgers-los-angeles-3?hrid=YuoxlSc4mGlzo_V_J4v28w&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)

The presentation was pretty cool, the burger came in this nice little packaging so it was very easy to eat it on the go.
https://www.yelp.ca/biz/built-custom-burgers-durham-2?hrid=sHfC2m_5Vtx0e-YAk5_NkA&utm_campaign=www_review_share_popup&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=(direct)